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New Physician Assistant Joins West Chambers Medical Center
Local healthcare facility growing to meet patient needs and local demand.

ANAHAUC, TEXAS (June 30, 2014) – West Chambers Medical Center (WCMC) has announced that Katie
McCray has joined their medical team as a certified physician assistant. Now seeing patients, the local
healthcare facility is excited to have the new team member helping to provide the delivery of patient
care. McCray is certified with the National Commission on Certification of Physician Assistants.
“We didn’t miss a beat when Katie joined our team. She started seeing patients immediately and
there’s been no doubt that she is going to be a valuable asset for our patients,” said Dr. Anthony Capili
at WCMC. “Katie is familiar with how small communities operate and that’s important in rural
healthcare.”
As a physician assistant, McCray will assist doctors by conducting physical exams for patients, as well as
diagnosing and treating a range of illnesses. Like all physician assistants, McCray can also prescribe
medication, order lab tests, and provide patient education and counseling, and more.
Growing up in a small town near Buffalo, N.Y., McCray graduated Magna Cum Laude with a Bachelor of
Science degree in health science and Master of Science degree in physician assistant studies from
Daemen College in Amherst, N.Y. Minoring in biology, she has a well-rounded understanding of the
human body.
“I very much enjoy working in family medicine because of the different types of people I meet and am
privileged to help,” McCray explained. “From something as simple as a physical to helping diagnose and
provide health solutions to complex illnesses, knowing I make a difference in the lives of my patients is
what is most fulfilling.”
Outside of her profession, McCray spends time with her husband, Robert, and her two twin girls, Kylie
and Sophie. She enjoys reading and spending time outdoors participating in activities such as hiking.
When time permits, she also loves to travel back to home to visit family and friends.
“Although I’m new to Chambers Health, I’m familiar with our region having worked in nearby Baytown
for many years,” McCray said. “Working in a new community keeps my day quite busy and exploring the
area has also been fun as well. I think I’m going to enjoy it here.”
Katie McCray is now seeing patients at West Chambers Medical Center. For more information and to
schedule an appointment, please call 281-576-0670.
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About Chambers Health
Founded in 1950, Chambers Health is a community-based healthcare organization that provides
essential health services and wellness programs for residents of Chambers County, Texas. At the center
of the health system is Bayside Community Hospital, a 24-hour critical access hospital that provides
advanced radiology services including CT scanning and MRIs, outpatient lab, physical therapy, surgical
services, swing bed services, patient education, and more. Chambers Health also operates Bayside Clinic,
West Chambers Medical Center, The Wellness Center at Bayside, and Bayside Dental. For additional
information, please visit www.chambershealth.org.
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